Front Brake Switch Repair
by Mr. gravity tester

It is important to make sure the ignition switch is off or the battery is disconnected so
that you do not have 12 volts at the switch.

This first image is a fine
example of the right side front
brake switch. Hopefully yours
looks much better than this.

This is the same switch,
looking down on it after
loosening the lock bolt located
directly below the mirror stem.
(You may wish to rotate the
entire assembly upside down so
that you don't lose any small
pieces that may fall.)

(All subsequent pictures will be shown in this view because the brake line is still attached
in this example.)
Remove the two Phillips head screws from the base cover, noting the pattern of removal.

Carefully remove the switch board with wires. Under it is a U-shaped
clip, a spring holder, and a spring. It is suggested that you place a white towel on a
pillow below your work area to catch this spring if it pops out.
These pictures illustrate what you might find in a 25 year old brake switch.

Above is the switch board. Below is the U-clip and holder containing the little spring.

Above is another view of the assembly before removal and cleaning.
Below is the spring, spring holder, and U-clip before cleaning. I used a “safe for plastics”
contact cleaner and the eraser end of a pencil. Clean one piece at a time, being careful
not to drop the spring.

Here are the parts all cleaned up. Using the penny as a reference, you can see how
small the spring and clip are. I can't show you the cleaned up version of the switch
board but the cleaned up version shows two parallel strips and a round circle. The round
circle appears to be a cleaning point for the U-clip. The two strips are the contact point
across the U-clip.

Below is the complete assembly ready to be dropped in. Note that there are 2 tabs on
the U clip that lock into the holder keeping the spring in place.

Upon reassembly with the
brake switch, in its neutral
position, drop the assembly
into the slot as seen below.

This is the slot with the brake
switch pulled in, just to show
how the assembly slides
against the switch board.

Place the spring assembly back in. Install the switch board, compressing the U-clip
against the round spot. Then add the base plate, being careful not to pinch the wires.
Test the brake switch by watching the brake light. Remember to connect the battery
and turn the ignition switch to “Run” to test.

